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Dysin International Ltd, Testing and Calibration Laboratory, the only Bangladeshi lab, enlisted by the Directorate
General of Drug Administration (DGDA) is glad to offer complete range of Testing and Assurance services for
testing of PPE products related to COVID-19 and all sorts of infectious diseases. Our laboratory is accredited ISO
17025:2017, delivering precise and reliable results with shortest lead time & competitive pricing to our customers.
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Masks, Shoe cover and other products used for infection prevention, in hospital environment, used by doctors
and medical staff, patients etc, in adherence to international standards set by WHO, AAMI and EN 13795 are to
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and technical experts to not only test the products, but also give complete guidance to manufacturers of the
quality requirements in terms of manufacturing and exports.
Dysin can support medical textile suppliers to ensure the functionality, as well as compliance with relevant safety
standards, of these products.
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AT Editorial

Is it a turning point for fast fashion?
Covid-19 will be a “turning point” in the fast fashion model as consumers will
prioritize quantity over quality in the future due to pandemic
Josh Pisani
The coronavirus outbreak is
having a far-reaching impact on
businesses in almost every part
of the world – whether be it small
or big scale. It has a great impact
in the fashion industry. Many
clothing brands are in threat of
business failure and may threaten
the current high production, fast
fashion model and result in fewer,
smaller collections from a more
sustainable supply chain.
Fast fashion relies heavily on
cheap manufacturing until
Covid-19 began to wreak havoc
across the globe while some of
the world’s biggest supply chains
in China and Bangladesh heading
to shut-down which has created
unprecedented challenges for
retailers. The Spanish group
Inditex which owns Zara and Pull
& Bear reported a 24.1 percent
drop in sales globally from the
beginning of March.
Lutz Walter, Director for innovation
and skills at Euratex, the European
apparel and textile confederation
recently told an online business
portal, “The crisis will disrupt and
change many ways if doing fashion
business around the globe.”
He also predicts that there would
be more focus on flexible sourcing
i.e. smaller orders, closer to
market, and more diversification of
sourcing location.
Moreover, he suggests some
prompt re-shoring with “more
focus on critical local supply chains
in the EU/US and questioning of
total clothing export dependency
in Major CMT (cut, make and trim)
countries like Bangladesh.
Re-localization for sustainable
supply chains
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The Covid-19 pandemic may
encourage the re-localization of
sustainable supply chains. China
with 37.6 percent of all global
textile export has faced huge
obstacles since the outbreak of
Covid-19 as companies have a
heavy dependency on low-cost
suppliers and cheap labor markets.
On the other hand, the localized
supply chain would be the carbon
footprint for the industry as less
travel would be required.
Dr. Gianfranco Di Natale, Managing
Director of Italian clothing and
textile industry federation Sistema
Moda Italia says, ‘the demand for
the product from truly sustainable
supply chain will increase as was
already happening before the crisis.”
The Covid-19 will lead to a
weeding out process of the
weakest player and survivors must
have a flexible/fast responding,
digitally connected supply chain
and strong trusted business
relationships, Euratex’s Walter warns.
Fast fashion to sustainable fashion
The large stocks of unsold
inventory would turn consumers
against “buy to throw” and rather
prefer “buy to keep” and the
increasing demand for brands
that can demonstrate sustainable
production in response to the
needs of the planet.
“Brand story, incredible product
and a sustainability message will be
really key for brands to survive this
and stay relevant to what consumer
wants,” said Elizabeth Stiles, UKbased fashion industry consultant.
Orsola de Castro, the founder of
the UK-based fashion sustainability
campaign Fashion Revolution
argues that the pandemic will be a
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“turning point” in the fast fashion
model as consumers will prioritize
quantity over quality in the future
due to pandemic.
Robert Burke, a New York-based
retail consultant thinks, Covid-19
may push the brands away from
traditional wholesale business
models and sharpening their
focus on direct-to-consumer and
setups to control their own space
and inventories within surviving
department stores.
He also says, “The bigger brands
were already learning to be more
flexible with deliveries to their
own stores and the brands usually
know how to run retail better than
the departmental stores.”
Fast fashion may well survive the
pandemic but it must change
going forward. Fast fashion has an
opportunity to reconstruct itself
as the pandemic has forced the
industry to slow down. This will
enable us to respond to changes
in demand and will see designers
reducing the collection process
and consumers seeking more
longevity in the purchase.
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A prescription for
PPE development
Analysis of PPE properties with a view to Covid-19 protection
Sabuj Acharya, Merchandiser, ZXY International Fzco
Fabric materials
For PPE coverall mainly two types of fabric are
being widely used. Different combinations of fiber
material and additional mechanical and chemical
treatments increase the functional properties in
terms of protection. Below is a glimpse on these
fabric characteristics.
Option 1: Non-woven 70-90 GSM PE laminated
fabric
(a) SMS fabric: Polypropylene pallets combination
(spunbound +meltblown+ spunbound) makes SMS
fabric. In case of better durability and heavier GSM
requirement, SMMMS or SSMMS combination can be
used. PE (polyethylene) or PTFE (poly-tetra-fluoroethylene) coating is applied to it for non-microporous
lamination. This lamination can be non-breathable
or breathable depending on its intended use. Higher
protective layers of lamination, higher resistance
to chemical permeability and fabric become nonbreathable gradually with the increased weight of
lamination film.
(b) BICO fabric: Bicomponent layers made from
special fibers that have a polyester core and a
polyethylene sheath. PE lamination film is applied to
it for non-breathable functional properties.
Option 2: Taffeta AgNP/PU coated 190T/210T/240T
60-80 GSM
It is mainly used for a raincoat, tent, bag, etc.
However, fabric with finer count yarn, lower GSM,
compact weaving with 1/1 plain construction to
ensure less opening at warp-weft junction pores and
obviously with other finishing treatment to make it
waterproof & non-breathable can be used for PPE
gown in case of less risk exposure.
Antistatic finish and AgNP (silver nano-particle)
coating as anti-bacterial agents enhances its
protective performance. The number indicated with
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Figure 1: Analysis of PPE properties with a view to Covid-19
protection.

T expresses fabric density. 210T means the total
number of ends & picks per square inch is 210; so
technically T=EPI+PPI. A higher number indicates
more compactness in the fabric construction. Taffeta
offers better durability against wash, so it can be
reusable up to a certain limited extent.
Let’s take an example here from the product
specification of the brand Orient intended for
healthcare professionals. The fabric used in medical
protective clothing is outer layer 30g breathable
film + inner layer 30gPP nonwoven fabric (100%
polypropylene) + 3g glue, 100% polypropylene,
without fillers adhesives, and silicon.
The special coating treatment makes the surface
smooth and repels inorganic liquids, effectively
prevents chemical substances from splashing, and
at the same time makes harmful ultra-fine solid dust
difficult to adhere to.
Very few companies operate this type of highly
innovative research.
HAZMAT Suit Product: DU Pont Tyvek®, DU Pont
Tychem® 10000, 3M-4565, Ultitec3000T, etc.
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Figure 2: Polypropylene pallets combination (spunbound
+meltblown+ spunbound) makes SMS fabric.

3M-4565 protective suit: It is a level C (USA
standard) or Type 4.5 (EU standard) product. Nonmicro-porous PE laminated BICO fabric; single-use
and disposable, a three-panel hood, anti-static, taped
seam, elasticized waist ankle cuff.
Tychem® 10000 coverall: It’s a level B suit designed
for chemical hazards mainly. The garment shall
be constructed of DuPont™ Tychem® 10000 — a
patented fabric consisting of multi-layer barrier films
laminated to both sides of a 4.0 oz/yd2 polyester
substrate. Respirator Fit Hood; elastic wrists;
attached socks with outer boot flaps; double storm
flap with an adhesive closure; taped seams.
Properties, special features and process hints
Liquid resistant and breathability comfort:
Fabric must be water-resistant; it needs a durable
waterproof finish. Outer layer surface can be
waterproof treated with FEPM/ PE/ PU/ PVC/
PTFE etc. hydrophobic laminated coating while
inner surface should be water repellent. But this
finish will reduce the breathability of the fabric and
cause discomfort due to the perspiration problem.
So additional mechanism needs to be addressed
at the inner surface to minimize the droplets of
perspiration.
To rectify this problem a three-skin model can be
suggested as a safer option. Here the PPE gown is

a double layer inclined by stitch; the outer layer is
waterproof that provides protection; mid-layer as a
lining is water repellent which acts like an additional
barrier to the innermost gown.
PHOBOL® Extender SFB,
ZELAN™R3 (Huntsman),
Ecorepel® (Schoeller Textiles),
etc. are some commercial
product names for finishing
agents that offer water
repellence at various degree of
level for different types of fabric.
The innermost gown is separately
worn; a thin breathable microporous nonwoven similar to
surgical gown but specially
treated with alginate &
hydrophilic agent ULTRAPHIL®
for distinct fluid management.
This layer will absorb moisture to reduce discomfort
from body perspiration.
Anti-static finish: Anti-static properties develops as
a subsidy of water repellent finish. It also depends on
material properties. Furthermore, chemical treatment
is required for enhanced level performance. Some
commercial examples of antistatic agents- ZEROSTAT®
(Huntsman), CIRRASOL PP118 (Croda) etc.
Anti-microbial finish: Alginate & Chitosan coating
(natural biopolymers) can be used on inner gown
fabric for absorbency and odor control. Silane
coating (SiH4 & its derivatives group) is applied by
the pad-dry-cure method to impart antimicrobial
properties on the outer fabric. Again, the
fluoropolymers coating is applied to impart blood
repellence characteristics. Electrochemical treatment
of silver nanoparticles (AgNP*) activated with ZnO
also enhances antimicrobial properties.
Example: Ultra-fresh Nm-100, Dm-50 or XQ-32; Bio
shield AM 500, etc. [3- (trimethoxy silyl)- propyl –
dimethyl octadecyl ammonium chloride] is applied
to polypropylene or cotton fabrics by a cold padbatch method in the presence of an alkaline catalyst
to evaluate its use as a durable antimicrobial finish.
Seam-sealed: Less seam, less risk of openings;
pattern design should avoid seam line as much
as possible. For medical garments basic seams
are used- 3 thread overlock serged seam, blind
stitch bound seam inside especially at crotch area;
some cases might require lapped seam with stitch
class-504 depending on the function.

Figure 3: For a biohazard like Covid-19 threat, Level C (USA standard)
or Type 4-5 (EU standard) is a preferable category for PPE.
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Most importantly waterproof, antibacterial, washable,
fluorocarbon/PU coated heat-seal tape (made of
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Three skin model PPE

Figure 4: Three skin model PPE.

Figure 5: Elastic closure at hood, sleeve, or leg hem for better protection.

similar body material) should be applied on a seam
line at 200C by ultrasonic hot air seam sealing
welding m/c to prevent leakage.

limited stock, a few washes can be supported.
Use disinfectants carefully, wash with hot water,
detergents can be used, better not to use dry clean
agents, no heat press iron, dry in hot sunlight.

Example (brand-orient): Medical protective clothing
needle thread is stitched and glued. The stitch pitch
is 8 needles to 14 needles per 3cm. The stitches
are even and straight. Double sealing rubber strips
(PP) are added to ensure the tightness of medical
protective clothing.
Elastic closure at hood, sleeve, or leg hem: Neoprene
rubber elastic is used at several functional areas.
Elasticised hood makes smaller face opening
but flexible to facilitate other complementary
instruments, fully elasticized waist to retain the
shape while quick body movement, elasticized sleeve
& ankle need enough gathering & folds to keep it
tightly enclosed.
Example: (brand-Ultitec): offers extra chinstrap,
zipper fastens to the underside of the chin, ample
crotch, elasticized wrist with finger loop
Waterproof airtight zip closure & cover flap: Front
opening with waterproof airtight zipper (PROSEAL®),
reversed zip one end closed is a better option,
attached by welding or sealed seam. The doublelayer storm flap is a must to cover zip; flap can be
closed with Velcro adhesive.
Reusable: This is the most challenging requirement
for developing a reusable PPE coverall while it’s
about retaining properties after several washes care
and alcoholic disinfectant application. Washing
actually degrades the product performance
gradually. In general, single-use disposable PPE are
safe; especially when used against a high spreading
contact threat like coronavirus. Proper donning &
doffing method & regular disinfectant care must
need to follow accordingly.
Care instruction depends on the final product
properties. Nevertheless, in a constraint of
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For reusable properties, high GSM laminated SMMMS
or SSMMS nonwoven fabric with additional durable
finishes can be workable. A three-skin model will
provide better durability & safety measure.
A brief note are pointed below for each:
Mask: N95/KN95/FFP/Surgical mask- (depends
on work risk). Respiratory apparatus with external
oxygen supply is not recommended by WHO if not
potentially high-risk involvement.
Gloves: Two pair hand gloves; inner latex/vinyl
gloves, outside nitrile gloves; cuff length should
reach mid-forearm.
Shoe Cover: PVC sole antiskid, PE laminated body,
elasticized closure at top.
Goggles: Safety cover goggles for eye protection,
splash-proof, properly fitted non-ventilated types.
Head shield: Protection from flying particles,
transparent plastic, less thickness, easily disposable.
Others: It’s better to use bouffant cap & a moisture
absorbent thin gown inside for extra protection &
comfort.
Arranging the quick supply of disposable PPE
always ready in a massive range quantity is nearly
an impossible task. Such a high technically enriched
product is obviously costly; so, each day a new full
set of PPE for each person is neither affordable nor
manageable in supply v/s demand quantity.
Reusable PPE is a growing demand in the market for
the upcoming days ahead. It’s time for investment in
hi-tech product manufacturing in the country itself,
rather than being dependent on imported items.
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Lingerie Updates

Bangladesh sees
robust opportunity in
global lingerie market
Abir Basak
Lingerie getting popularity
Style, evolving fashion trends
and factors, such as novelty and
comfort are the main drivers of
this industry. Changing lifestyle
and demographic dividend,
rising awareness on hygiene,
a higher standard of living
and customization of product
portfolios have boosted the
intimate wear market. A growing
number of working women,
changing fashion trends of the young
generation, increasing presence in
the media through advertisements
have been accelerating the demand
for these attires.
Providing professional cut with
fine quality materials can make
wearing the undergarments
more comfortable. Moreover,
growing e-commerce and the high

participation of women in sports
are also fueling the market.
Key brands
The market is driven by brands
that come up with innovative
products with new fabrics,
embellishments, and creative
patterns. Big brands such as
Victoria's Secrets, Calvin Klein,
M&S, PVH, JC Penney, Walmart,
Lascana, Armani dominate the
international lingerie market
while H&M, Target, Kohl's, Popstar
Rihanna's Savage X Fenty,
La Perla, Livy, Jockey, Agent
Provocateur, Myla, Rosy, Wacoal,
etc. are expanding their business.

comprised of intimate apparel
for women, including basic
lingerie like bras and panties,
has now become even broader
with the addition of innovative
products like laser-cut seamless
bras, swimwear, boxers, briefs,
bikinis, beachwear, thongs, tanga,
boy short, seamless underwear,
sleepwear, sexy lingerie, molded
t-shirt bras, and fashionable
products like bodysuits, longline
bras, teddys, camisoles and corsets.
Some fashion trends
Some of the most exciting lingerie
trends are being seen that never
happen in fashion history-

Products varieties

Bralette and padded bra

In the past ten years, the lingerie
market which traditionally

Bra wires can disrupt proper blood
circulation and may also cause
indigestion and esophagitis. As
a result, bralette and padded bra
are gaining popularity as a huge
new trend in women's lingerie and
replacing the traditional brassiere.
G-String attire
These trendy items are seen
especially in sea beach in the
summer season. Cheeky G-string
bikinis and thongs style lover said
to Daily Mail, whatever the age, it
gives the best amazing tan and
makes the bum look better.
Florals or animal prints

Figure : Bangladesh's lingerie market is growing day by day.
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Designers and fashion enthusiasts
have presented few dark florals or
animal printed undergarments in
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New York fashion week that were
extremely catchy.

Value of global intimate industry
in billion USD

Lacy lingerie
Non-traditional, geometric lace has
become increasingly popular in the
lingerie world. Floral lace is always
classic, but fashion concerns are
also seeing a lot of leaves and palm
patterns with shades of saffron,
sunny yellow for the upcoming
spring/summer season.
Corsetry
Corsetry is the kind of trend that
pops up once every few years. It is
highly embedded with cultural and
social significance that directly
reflects the zeitgeist of the time.
Global intimate product's market
According to Statista, in 2019,
the global lingerie retail market
was valued at approximately US$
32.07 billion and it was forecast to
reach a value of US$ 49.5 billion
in 2025. Currently, Europe and
North America account for $11.67
billion and $7.93 billion and have
66.3% combined share of the
world lingerie market while Asia
has 20.4% and South America and
the rest of the world have 13.3%.
The lingerie market is often broken
into two product categories: bras
and briefs.
Bras were the leading product
category within the lingerie market
as of 2016, with a 55.5% share. In
Germany, up to 25.5% of women
claimed to be willing to spend
between 30 and 54 euros for
lingerie.
China tops the list of lingerie
exporting countries with a share
of 37%, while Hong Kong and Sri
Lanka occupy the second and third
positions having 8.78% and 5.65%
of the market shares respectively.
Bangladesh is the 4th largest
lingerie exporter with a share
of 5.23% in the global market
followed by Vietnam, India,
France, Germany, Cambodia, and
Netherlands.
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Experts think UAE will be the next
business hub for lingerie.
Brands and products share
If we think about lingerie or
intimate products, womenswear
firstly comes in our mind. But
men's division is not lagged
too. Calvin Klein dominates
the menswear intimate market
followed by Selfridges. Victoria's
Secret, known as women's lingerie
giant across the world, had global net
sales amounting to approximately
US$ 6.8 billion in 2019.
Among a variety of intimate
apparel items, the bra segment
dominates the market with more
than half of the total share while
briefs represent around 27%,
corsetry & others 22%.
The briefs market is estimated
to be worth almost exactly US$
10bn at retail values. The demand
for bra has grown tremendously
in recent years. The demand

2025
(Expected)

for padded and push up bra is
reached at the top position in
recent years among wire bra,
t-shirt bra, or strapless bra.
Padded bra segment held the
largest market share of more than
71.7% in 2017.
Bangladesh has the opportunity
to grow
H&M, Kmart, Debenhams, Target,
O'Stin, Celio, Auchan, Next,
Primark, Jules and Walmart are
the major buyers of lingerie from
Bangladesh. Although the t-shirt is
the foundation, makers give eyes
to diversity intimate products for a
few years.
According to industry leaders,
Bangladesh has tremendous
untapped potential in the
production of value-added lingerie
items. In the fiscal year 2017-18, the
export earnings from lingerie items
stood at $1.15 billion, up 7.84%
from the previous fiscal year. The

World's major lingerie exporters
in million USD
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Bangladesh's lingerie
exports growth
in Billion USD

Group.

1.15 bn
2018
1.07 bn
2017

0.92 bn
2016
0.74 bn
2015
0.57 bn
2014

0.57 bn
2013

(Source: EPB)

50 Mn, up from US$ 24 Mn now.

figure for FY 2016-17 was $1.07
billion, for FY 2015-16 was $922.36
million, according to Export
Promotion Bureau (EPB).

Chorka Textiles has started the
lingerie production line in 2014 &
its monthly revenue is US$ 7.5 Mn.
Profit margins for intimate wear
is 20-25% higher compared to a
basic T-shirt. In 2017, KC Lingerie
exported 2Mn pcs of bras & boxers
to Germany's Chicca and also
exported 6Mn pcs of underwear &
nightwear to H&M in 2019.

Lingerie is a complicated product
that needs a sophisticated design
that requires the right fabric
and tailoring to yield a good fit
as well as the highest level of
satisfaction. Producing lingerie is a
very sophisticated job. That's why
there are not many companies
producing it.

Some new fresh investments are
coming to catch this lubricant
market. DBL Group is planning
to pump US$ 100 Mn into an
integrated lingerie plant in
Habiganj by 2021, under US$ 1.2 bn
worth DBL economic zone. Ananta
Group has invested US$ 20 Million
into the lingerie production facility
in 2018. Hop Lun will build a new
700 lines factory within 1 year &
120 lines are in pipeline of Partex

Apex Group, SQ Group, Hop
Lun BD, Blue Planet Knitwears,
Chorka Textiles, KDS Group, Zaber
& Zubair, Mondol Group, Four
H Group, etc along with 40-50
factories are making these items
for buyers. Knit Concerns is now
planning to double its lingerie
manufacturing capacity by 2020,
targeting annual exports of US$
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"We have to go for value-added
items for long term sustainability
at a time when we are not getting
fair prices of apparel and lingerie
is one of them. Bangladesh is
still not doing much to produce
the premium segment of lingerie
items," told Md. Mehedi Hasan,
Manager (IE & Planning) of Blue
Planet Fashionwear Ltd (Blue
Planet Group).
"Continuous innovation in fabric
and product designs are needed
to stay competitive in the lingerie
market. Now Blue Planet is making
1.2 million pcs of lingerie products
for its European clients and
continuously negotiating to grab
more orders."
Need more support
As synthetic threads, elastic and
fabrics are needed to produce
lingerie items, the country should
develop its synthetic production
houses. Local millers source cotton
fabrics from local suppliers while
they have to buy the syntheticbased collection and accessories
from China. As a result, product
making cost increases.
Due to a lack of experts, the
industry hires foreign manpower
more from Sri Lanka, Philippines,
China. Industry pioneers think
orders will shift from China if
Bangladesh can establish more
expertise in this segment.

Product wise market share
50

Bangladesh makes lingerie items
ranged from basic to the medium
valued maximum. Few makers
are making luxury and high classy
items recently. Exporters hope,
because of the US-China trade
war, export orders will shift to
Bangladesh.

3%

Intimatewear requires special
attention and proper effective
initiatives from all concerned
persons can lift this sector
undoubtedly and earn more
foreign exchange compared to
running time.
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Bangladesh

garment industry
has a great scope
to diversify
product basket

BTT Interview
Mohammad Abdur Rouf is a
customer-centered resultdriven vibrant leader with 18+
years of experience in overall
business operations of large
scale fast fashion chain retail,
garments and accessories
manufacturing, FnB operations
and service operator business
operations management from
top.
He is leading the Dekko
Accessories Ltd and Agami
Accessories Ltd. accessories
concerns of Dekko Legacy
Group from March 2017 as
Executive Director, who was
former Chief Operating Officer
(COO) at Aarong (March 2009
– March 2017).
Recently he shared his
views and thoughts with
Textile Today on techniques,
strategies and goals that
should be followed by a RMG
leader during this crisis time.
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Figure: Mohammad Abdur Rouf, Executive Director, Dekko Accessories Ltd. and Agami
Accessories Ltd.
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Textile Today: What roles can
RMG leaders play during the time
of Covid 19 crisis?
Abdur Rouf: Globally when the
Covid-19 pandemic broke out, the
industries which took the hardest
hits among them readymade
garment (RMG) manufacturing
sector was one of the top
industries to get hurt badly by this
Coronavirus.
Bangladesh's two main RMG
export destinations are the US
and Europe, which were hit hurt
by Covid-19 pandemic. Naturally, a
huge amount of apparel orders were
on hold or canceled by the buyers
which tremendously impacted the
Bangladesh RMG industry.
In light of this scenario in any
business organization in the
crisis moments, leadership plays
a critical role and leads from the
front and other employees follow
the leader.
Textile Today: What techniques
and goals should a RMG leader
follow and what strategies can
RMG leaders implement during
this crisis time?
Abdur Rouf: As an RMG leader
should think comprehensively
and look into the future to
devise comprehensive plans to
survive and sustain in this business.
Bangladesh’s textile and apparel
manufacturing industry needs this sort
of visionary leader right this moment.
As for strategies, a leader should
devise 2 types of strategies:

analysis – to make the right long
term strategy. It should not be on
any emotional basis and sticking
to old plans and products.
To mitigate the impact of this
crisis, we have to make at least
six months’ prior plan. If a factory
previously made apparel products
for A category buyer, then a leader
should also contact and talk to
B and C or D category buyers to
onboard the buyers to get orders.
Lower category buyers will
also come as he will see that an
A category garment is giving
products at lower category prices.
It is safer and reliable to work with
that complied garment rather than
going to a Chinese non-complained
cheap garment factory. Thus getting
more orders can make up for the
orders it has lost.
As for techniques, survival comes
first. Setting the survival strategy
is paramount. A lot of apparel
factories goes for manpower
cut as the primary solution for
survival. But an exemplary leader
should watch the global scenario
unfolding, and as I said earlier, talk
to his buyers to project consumer
consumption trends and plan
accordingly.
And as for the idle manpower in
this Covid-19 pandemic, a leader
has to utilize in other areas instead
of going for new recruits. It has other
positive implications as well – as we
lack skilled manpower – like making
the workforce multi-dimensional.

In short term strategy, a leader has
to identify some scenarios to deal
with immediate challenges. These
strategies should be based on
studies and actual facts.

At the same time, calculating
essential factory costs and
maintenance compare to the
business he will make in 6-12
months, and see his/her capacity
– how much factory capacity is
sitting idle. Same way, pinpointing
other excess cost leakages and
remove it to save up cost.

As for long term strategy, RMG
leaders should talk to their leading
buyers – as they have a global
market analysis team, the global
team making forecasts and trends

And down the line, if it saves 5-10%
annually, which is a lot. Most of
the factories in Bangladesh are
running with 5-10% fat such as
low performing staff, over staff,

1. Short term strategy
2. Long term strategy
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production wastage, rejected
products, additional price of RM,
inefficient maintenance operations
etc. By identifying those fat areas
and taking corrective action the
factory can keep on running
without any unnecessary fat.
Textile Today: What is Dekko’s
plan in this period? What
strategies has Dekko taken to
overcome the crisis?
Abdur Rouf: We kept our factories
closed for one month. Afterward,
our factory has been quite busy as
we are getting enough orders. One
of the big reason is that previously
a big portion of garment
accessories was supplied by China.
Now a lot of buyers are shifting
from China and placing orders
locally to ensure fast and secure
support from nearby sources.
As one of the largest garment
accessories manufacturers in
Bangladesh, Dekko Accessories
Ltd. and Agami Accessories Ltd.
produce products for almost all
the big buyers and supplying to
a good number of factories in
Bangladesh. And in this disrupted
and uncertain times, we are
offering very prompt and quality
service to the buyers for the
product categories that they used
to get from overseas sources. We
are treating this crisis period as an
opportunity to enhance capability
and win the heart of overseas
dependent buyers.
Textile Today: What new
opportunities you are seeing for
the textile and apparel industry in
this negative situation?
Abdur Rouf: As at present big
buyers like H&M, M&S, PVH, TESCO,
Inditex, Best Seller and many more
have reopened and placing orders,
so apparel factories are running
again —with reduced capacity as
the order quantity is small.
But global leading market analysis
and predictions are showing
that apparel consumption will
shrink at least by 30-40% in the
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coming years. In this scenario,
for the next one to two years,
people will be focusing on
buying essential goods instead
of apparel. Moreover tourist
purchase throughout the world
will be reduced significantly since
travelling and mobility of human
are going to be limited for a year
or two. That is why in the long run
we will see a decline of 30 to 40%
in apparel orders.
At the same time, due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the world
is witnessing a huge increase in
functional wearables (medical
textiles) such as protective masks,
PPE, gloves, etc. Over the years,
the Bangladesh textile and apparel
industry has been focused mostly
on making basic apparel products.
Also, our export destinations have
not been diversified well enough.
Bangladesh garment
manufacturing industry has a great
scope to diversify product basket,
expanding export destinations,
and grab some of the portions of
manufacturing which has been
projected to shift from China.
Textile Today: We are seeing
that Bangladeshi garment
manufacturers are cutting costs
in R&D and marketing. Also,
online platforms are gaining more
popularity in this pandemic. What
strategies should be implemented
in the post-Covid-19 period?
Abdur Rouf: To compete with
high-end garment manufacturing
countries like China, Vietnam and
Turkey, we have to invest in R&D
and innovation to develop new
products’ option to show the
buyers about our capability that
“we are as capable & equipped
as China, Turkey and Vietnam,”
We should be more aggressive
on branding and marketing now to
attract new customers. Cutting costs
in promotion and R&D right this
moment will not be a good decision.
As for integrating with online
platforms (B2B), it is high time to

do so, like engaging with Alibaba,
Amazon and other leading online
platforms to seek more business
opportunities. Also, BGMEA
is looking to launch its own
platform to be connected with the
consumers directly.
Textile Today: We see a lot of
industries globally struggling to
maintain safety standards to keep
their employees safe from getting
Covid-19 infected. In light of this,
kindly share with us how Dekko is
maintaining the safety standard
of its employees.
Abdur Rouf: In the beginning,
we have worked with reduced
capacity to ensure social
distancing in the factory. After
the holiday if any worker came
from the village we said to stay
home for a couple of days to see
his/her physical condition. If the
worker felt well after a couple of
days only then he/she can join the
factory. We have been maintaining
detail information of every single
employee and their families. If
anyone of any employee’s family
member gets COVID symptoms,
we immediately discontinue duty
of the respective employee. We
further let that employee to join
upon confirmation of recovery of
her/his family member by our own
doctor’s panel. This is how other
workers remained safe. In addition,
we have ensured that Dekko Group’s
doctors are always in communication
with the workers to get medical
advice at any given time.
Washing hands before entering
the factory are mandatory for
each and every employee. Dekko
monitors the body temperature of
every worker. Also, we have kept
hand sanitizers and hand washing
points in different accessible
places in the factory so that
workers can wash their hands
at regular intervals. Still by any
chance, if anyone feels sick in the
factory, we give leave him/her, so
that he/she can go home and rest
for a couple of days.
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More masks than Jellyfish:
Coronavirus waste exacerbates
ocean pollution
S. A. Kiron
"Soon there will be more masks than jellyfish in the
water of the Mediterranean,” says Operation Mer
Propre, a French non-profit that works on ocean
clean-ups.
A video posted on Facebook by Laurent Lambard of
the clean-up charity showed disposable masks and
gloves littering the bottom of a sea-bed off the coast
of Antibes on the French Riveria. Divers have begun
to notice more coronavirus waste- face masks, latex
gloves and plastic bottles of hand sanitizer, Joffrey Peltier
of the above-mentioned organization said and added
that "While the quantities have not been overwhelming,
pollution promises to come if nothing is done."
Like him, many conservationists are raising alarm
about growing ocean pollution caused by the
increased waste created out of the coronavirus
pandemic. They issued a warning saying that millions
of people all over the world have donned disposable
masks and gloves and, while it helps to slow the
spread of the virus, they may be disposed off
incorrectly.
As in other countries, coronavirus waste is
contaminating the rivers in Bangladesh, a matter
of grave concern for green activists campaigning
for long to prevent rivers from being polluted and
illegally occupied. It is worth mentioning that many
rivers flowing through the country are either in death
throes or have lost navigability due to various manmade hazards including widespread pollution from
untreated industrial waste.
Hong Kong-based OceanAsia found dozens of masks
in marine debris in the city's Soko Islands. "On a
beach about 100 meters long, we found about 70,
OceanAsia's Garry Stokes said, adding that thirty
more masks were found a week later. "And that is on
a deserted island in the middle of nowhere."
In the United States, conservationists raised similar
worries about growing plastic pollution because of
Covid-19. According to a recent World Economic
Forum Webinar, between the end of February and midApril this year, more than a billion items of personal
protective equipment were given out in the UK alone.
One study estimates that in the UK alone if every person
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Figure: Soon there will be more masks than jellyfish in the water
of the Mediterranean. Courtesy: Collected

used a single-use face mask a day for a year, it would
create an additional 66,000 tons of contaminated waste
and 57,000 tons of plastic packaging.
Improper disposal of medical waste has long posed
a threat to oceans and waterways. More people may
be using single-use plastics like takeout containers or
non-reusable bags at grocery stores, Nick Mallos of
Ocean Conservancy said on balancing public health
with environmental impact.
A United Nations report from 2018 found that
roughly 13 million metric tons of plastic pollute the
ocean every year. Some 150 million tons of plastics
are already circulating in the marine environment,
says the webinar organized by the WEF. That
pollution can harm biodiversity, the economy and
health, the U.N. report says.
Mallos said Ocean Conservancy is working to track
any potential increase in ocean waste during the
pandemic. While the evidence is anecdotal thus far,
it won't be surprising to see an uptick once empirical
data comes out, Mallos said.
He went on to say that "We have a perfect storm on top of
what was already a deluge of plastics entering our oceans."
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At Itema we make the impossible so that you can create the unimaginable.
With innovation as a state of mind, we work tirelessly to provide our Customers
with the most advanced, futuristic weaving technology on the market to meet
and exceed weavers’ expectation.
Choose innovation. Choose the future. Choose Itema.

Discover R9500²denim,
The Second Generation of the Itema denim dedicated rapier
machine to save money, produce quality fabrics, achieve the
highest weaving efficiency like never before.

www.itemagroup.com
contact@itemagroup.com

Zhejiang Runhe Chemical New Material Co. Ltd.

